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3D COVER

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
Item: HRD180400
www.hardiz.com

THE RIGHT MEANING
OF WHAT
THE HARD IS

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Installation

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Clear the screen of your device
with cleaning kit and
elecrostatic dust moving film.
Put your device on horizontal
surface with screen facing up.
Peel the film off the adhesive
side of the glass.
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Slowly and precisely align the
screen protector and put it on
the screen without any pressing.

3

Press the central part of the
screen with the finger so that
screen protector easily adheres
to the screen of your device by
itself.

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
Item: HRD180400
www.hardiz.com
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Use plastic card to remove
small bubbles in case required.

PREMIUM TEMPERED GLASS
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Advanced oleophobic coating, very few fingerprints
inside the delivery set.
Visible clarity - supports
up to 4K resolution
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Congratulations!
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9H hardness guarantees impact and scratch resistance
Easy installation, no bubbles
Advanced oleophobic coating, very few fingerprints
Visible clarity - supports up to 4K resolution
3D Touch compatible

PREMIUM TEMPERED GLASS
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2.5D Clear COVER

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
Item: HRD180400
www.hardiz.com

THE RIGHT MEANING
OF WHAT
THE HARD IS

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Installation

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Clear the screen of your device
with cleaning kit and
elecrostatic dust moving film.
Put your device on horizontal
surface with screen facing up.
Peel the film off the adhesive
side of the glass.

2

Slowly and precisely align the
screen protector and put it on
the screen without any pressing.

3

Press the central part of the
screen with the finger so that
screen protector easily adheres
to the screen of your device by
itself.
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Use plastic card to remove
small bubbles in case required.
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If dust appered to be under the
glass - you can easily take it out
with the sticker. Stick the dust
with round sticker that comes
inside the delivery set.

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
Item: HRD180400
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Scratch
resistant
Oleophobic
coating
Bubble
free
Rounded
edges

Congratulations!

You made
the
right choice!

Full cover of the screen
9H hardness guarantees impact and scratch resistance
Easy installation, no bubbles
Advanced oleophobic coating, very few fingerprints
Visible clarity - supports up to 4K resolution
3D Touch compatible
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FULL SCREEN COVER

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
Item: HRD180400
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THE RIGHT MEANING
OF WHAT
THE HARD IS

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Installation

HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.

Clear the screen of your device
with cleaning kit and
elecrostatic dust moving film.
Put your device on horizontal
surface with screen facing up.
Peel the film off the adhesive
side of the glass.

2

Slowly and precisely align the
screen protector and put it on
the screen without any pressing.

3

Press the central part of the
screen with the finger so that
screen protector easily adheres
to the screen of your device by
itself.

Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
Color: Clear
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COVER

PREMIUM TEMPERED GLASS

Congratulations!

You made
the
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Use plastic card to remove
small bubbles in case required.

Scratch
resistant
Oleophobic
coating
Bubble
free
Rounded
edges

5

If dust appered to be under the
glass - you can easily take it out
with the sticker. Stick the dust
with round sticker that comes
inside the delivery set.
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HARDIZ Premium Glass 2.5D Clear Cover series for iPhone Xs
is high clarity and high optical precision screen protector made
out of real tempered glass. 2.5D Clear Cover glass is extremely
scratch resistant (9H hardness); it provides long-time protection
of the screen against dirt, fingerprints, oil and water keeping
touch sensitivity and original image resolution of the screen
unaffected. Rounded edges ensure the smooth glide and tactile
experience after application on the screen of iPhone Xs.
Extensive testing ensures the brightness, sharpness and clarity
you expect from iPhone iPhone Xs’s screen. Proven in testing to
have a hardness rating of 9H, it’s the highest level of scratch
protection available. 9H hardness is rated by Pencil Test
Hardness methodology. Glass is completely compatible with
the screen of iPhone X.
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Model: HARDIZ Premium Tempered
Glass for iPhone Xs: 2.5D Clear Cover
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